
Business Aviation

Jeppesen FlitePlan Online 
Flight planning, simplified.

Jeppesen FlitePlan Online lets business aviation professionals run and file flight plans quickly and easily with 

an intuitive, web-based user interface. It was developed with direct input from pilots to ensure a simple, 

modular workflow that presents all relevant data in a single package. 

Jeppesen FlitePlan Online generates optimal  
routes anytime, anywhere around the world.

 e To streamline the flight-planning process, reduce costs, increase 
fuel efficiency and maintain or improve safety standards, pilots and 
dispatchers need a solution that: 

 e Shares flights between the Web and FMCs.

 e Consolidates all of the information relevant to their flight 
in one place.

 e Works for flights anywhere in the world.

 e Reduces time spent on flight planning. 

 e Improves situational awareness.

 e Accelerates decision making. 

 e Is accurate, auditable and secure.

Look what Jeppesen FlitePlan Online offers.

These features make planning even the most complex 
flights easy and fast.

 e Thoughtful user interface features such as autopopulating fields, 
multiple search parameters (IATA, ICAO, city name, etc.) and 
single screens for all data inputs.

 e Advanced route optimization for better fuel efficiency, lower 
operating costs and accurate flight plans.

 e Generates ERAD-, ETOPS- and over water-compliant flight plans.

 e Planned route(s) are overlaid on graphical current and forecast 
weather to increase situational awareness.

 e Easily tailor aircraft models specifically to your cabin layout.

 e Ensures critical values such as max takeoff weight, CG, etc.,  
are within approved limits.

 e Considers all aspects of weather and runway analysis using 
proven models for optimal aircraft performance.

 e View airport diagrams directly within Jeppesen FlitePlan Online 
and add them to your flight package.

Intuitive user interface and a visual flight planning experience

Why you should use Jeppesen FlitePlan Online in 
your operation.

It makes you more efficient.

 e User-defined custom flight plan formats.

 e Driven by Jeppesen data—the most trusted in the world—for 
accuracy and reliability.

 e Less manual data entry for increased speed and fewer 
chances for errors.

 e Multiple-scenario analysis with recently cleared routes and 
automatic Eurocontrol validation gives you optimal, flexible routing 
options and higher filing acceptance rates.

 e Recall and modify previous flight plans and designate frequently-
flown routes as favorites.

 e Graphics are used to quickly relay computation results and help 
you visualize the data.

 e Complete, consolidated flight plan package can be printed, 
emailed, faxed or uploaded to the FMC.



Easily create weight and balance plans. Create a weight and balance configuration 
inside your flight planning application and save it to easily recall for future flights.

Custom graphical weather layers – create a custom weather map with the 
layers, altitude and time specific to your flight, which can then be added to your 
briefing package.

Build your own custom flight package. A single package with all of the information 
about your flight, including the flight plan, Wx, NOTAMs, RAIM, weight and 
balance and more.  

Using Jeppesen runway analysis integrated within FlitePlan Online, you can perform 
takeoff and landing analysis 

Jeppesen FlitePlan Online
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Learn more about what we offer.

For more information about Jeppesen FlitePlan Online, visit jeppesen.com/fpo.

System Requirements
 e Access to a computer running Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome or Safari

 e Internet connection


